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QUESTION 1

Pam, the Domino administrator, wishes to send operating system commands to the server Domino is running on. Which
of the following must be running on the server to allow this functionality? 

A. Shell Server 

B. OS Integrator 

C. Domino Console 

D. ServerController 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which task reads the mail.box for new or changed messages that require processing? 

A. SMTP 

B. Amgr 

C. Asminp 

D. Router 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Wallace is attempting to alter the roles assigned in a database. However, when he opens the Access Control List for
that database, he does not see any reference to roles. Which of the following is the cause? 

A. Heis not listed as Manager of the database 

B. He does not have the appropriate form rights 

C. He is not listed as Designer of the database 

D. He does not have the appropriate folder rights 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

While installing the first Domino server, Alan is presented with a list of Internet services. Which of the following
areselections for Alan under Internet services? 



A. Database Replicator, Ports and Web Interfaces 

B. Directory engines, Schedule Management and Billing 

C. Web browsers, Internet Mail clients and Directory services 

D. Protocols, Domino Enterprise Connection Services and Web Statistics 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Whatare the requirements for a roaming policy? 

A. Notes 8.5 standard client and Domino 8.5 server 

B. Domino 8.x or later server 

C. Notes 8.x or later client 

D. Domino 8.5 server 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Donald has configured a mail setting policy to prohibit iNotes users from changing the mail file owner field. How is this
policy applied to iNotes users? 

A. The policy is applied through the ADMINP task. 

B. The policy is applied by the Dynamic Client Configuration process. 

C. The policy is applied the first time the users authenticate using HTTP. 

D. Donald must restart the HTTP task and restart the router on the user\\'s mail server. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Jose set up Web authentication using primary and secondary directories. Which one of the following describes the order
in which he set up directories to be searched? 

A. Domino primary directory, then Domino secondary directories. This is the only option available. 

B. Domino primary directory, then either Domino or LDAP secondary directories. The administrator can specify the order
of secondary searches. 

C. LDAP primary directory, then LDAP secondary directory, and then Domino secondary directories. This is the order in
which secondary searches must be made. 



D. Domino primary directory, then Domino secondary directory, and then LDAP secondary directories. This is the order
in which secondary searches must be made. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

The default port for SSL over SMTP is which one of the following? 

A. 389 

B. 465 

C. 636 

D. 995 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Mike has implemented Lotus Traveler for his mobile users. The users have requested the abilityto read and send
encrypted mail. Which of the following are required for this request to be available? 

A. Uses must mail themselves a copy of their Notes ID file 

B. Users must upload their Notes ID files to their mail database 

C. Users must upload their Notes ID files to their personal address book 

D. Users must attach their Notes ID files to a draft email message in their mail database 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Billy wishes to use compression on his Domino servers for client connectivity. What steps must Billy do to make this
function? 

A. Enable binding on the client port; restart the client; disable tunneling on the server port; restart the server port 

B. Disable binding on the client port; restart the client; enable encryption on the server port; restart the server port 

C. Enable compression on the server port; restart the server port; enable compression on the client port; restart the
client 

D. Disable encryption on the server port; restart the server port; enable tunneling on the server port; restart the server
port 

Correct Answer: C 



 

QUESTION 11

Message recall is able to recall messages from a users sent view in their Domino 8 mailfile. The administrator has
enabled the mail policy for users to allowmessage recall up to 21 days. However, user are unable to recall messages
older than 14 days. Which of the following is the possible cause? 

A. The user is utilizing a local replica 

B. The user only has editor access to their mailfile 

C. The server configuration document allows only 14 days 

D. The user accepts mail under multiple Internet addresses 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

The password quality scale for ID files has which of the following ranges? 

A. 1-18 

B. 0-24 

C. 1-10 

D. 0-16 

Correct Answer: D 
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